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For 17 years Rhode Island College
grads reach career goals
1987 survey reports 88 percent get the job they want or enter grad school of their choice
by Clare Flynn Joy
When Frank Stroscio recommended a
Rhode Island College graduate to his boss
to fill a systems engineer position in the
company he works for, he did it with enthusiasm and knowledge that his friend-if
hired-could get the job done.
'.'I knew the person and I knew that RIC
had an excellent computer science curriculum because I graduated from RIC and
graduated with the same degree,'' S troscio
said.
"I talked to my supervisor about having
my friend in for an interview. He agreed to
see her based on my recommendation,''
Stroscio said. But from there his friend was
on her own.
T.bat was 18. months ago when Stroscio's
friend was hired. Shortly afterwards,
another systems engineer position opened
at the same company, Providence based
UNICOM, a microcomputer supplier of
Apple and IBM computers, cameras and
other audiovisual products, and his boss
hired a third Rhode Island College computer information ,systems graduate.
Stroscio, who has worked for UNICOM
for over two years as a support manager,
offering guidance to both systems engineers
as they assist the company's sales staff in
computer use and training, believes his experience in recommending other alumni for
jobs is not unusual in the Rhode Island job
market today.
And neither does Judy I Gaines, director
of the College's Office of Career Services.
"Our graduates are now successfully established in a tremendous variety of profes-

sional areas. These representatives have
taught those unfamiliar with the value of a
Rhode Island College education important
lessons. This snowball of successful alumni
opening doors for future graduates offers a
major contribution in the steady increase~
of the past ten years,'' Gaines reported in
the recently released Office of Career Services Placement Survey-Class of 1987.
Gaines added that the "overall job out-

look, faculty persistence toward excellence,
and recruitment efforts'' have also contributed to the survey's results showing a five
percent increase in career placement over
tl1e previous year, from 83 percent to 88
percent.
In fact, for the 17th consecutive year, the
number of Rhode Island College graduates
responding to the -annual survey has shown
a steady increase in placement for those beginning their professional lives in their intended careers or who have gone on to the
graduate school, according to Gaines.
'The pattern for overall career placement
for the College since 1m has . shown a
steady increase,'' she reported, adding that
"the growth and development of new curricula, particularly in the professional programs, has helped."
Seventy-seven percent of 982 members of
the 1987 graduatin:g class responded to the
survey. Five hundred and eighty were in
career jobs and 81 were attending graduate

school.
· The largest number of graduates reporting were employed in business-related positions, with health and hospital employment

being the second and third largest categories. Nursing respondents had a 100 percent placement rate.
In addition, the survey results showed
that those attending graduate school were
primarily enrolled outside of Rhode Island.
Among those graduate schools were Harvard, )'.'ale, Tufts, Boston University,
Boston College, University of Western Ontario in Canada and Universite Lumiere of
Lyon in France.
The results of the survey, which was
done between April and May of 1988, also
demonstrated that Rhode Island College
graduates "have continued the rich tradition of challenge and achievement" in their
careers, Gaines reported.
'We learned about the biology major
working as a marine biologist in California,
a theatre major working as an entertainment promoter traveling between California and New Jersey and a psychology major
studying for the priesthood.''
Over the last two months, many Rhode
Island businesses have held recruitment
sessions with students on campus. All of
which have been organized by Gaines' office.
UNICOM-for the first time-will join
in the effort to talk up their company to
future potential employees who will soon
graduate from Rhode Island College, according to Stroscio, who will act as a company representative during the recruitment
session.
'We have two openings now as a salesperson and a systems engineer,'' he said.
"I'd like the jobs to go to RIC graduates."

Martin aiming for
national title
by Dave Kemmy
With his fourth consecutive New England Championship now in hand, senior
wrestler Scott Martin has one goal remaining in what has been a spectacular collegiate career.
That goal is a national championship!
Martin is the only wrestler in school
history to win four New England titles. He
is one of only two All-Americans the
school has ever had and his fourth place
finish at the NCAA Division III National
Championships last season is the best
fmish ever. He is arguably the greatest
wrestler to ever don an Anchorman singlet
but since the end of last season he has had
one thing on his mind; winning a national
title.
In the history of wrestling in Rhode
Island there have been very few two-time
All-Amerians and even fewer, if any, national champions.
Martin's task is not going to be an easy
one. The top two fimshers at 118 pounds
from last season's tournament have graduated, but the third place finisher, Joe Dasti
from Kean College in New Jersey does
return. Dasti defeated Martin 11-3 in the
consolation finals last season, but Martin
had defeated him at a tournament earlier in
the season.
This year's championships will be held at
John Carroll University in Cleveland, Ohio
March 3 and 4. Martin will be joined by
fellow New England Champions Brian
Allen and Scott Carlsten. Allen competed
last season at 126 pounds, but lost both of
his matches. Carlsten is a freshman and
will be competing for the first time. The
champion in each weight class from the
New England tournament qualifies to this
national event.
Head coach Rusty Carlsten and assistant
coach Tim Clouse, fresh off their second
straight New England team title will also
accompany the wrestlers.
Hopefully they'll be returning with a
school first; a national champion!

When it breaks;
call ' Mr. Fix-it'
by George LaTour
A telephone call the other day requesting
information on Michael T. Bynum, a telecommunications technician who often does
work for the industrial education department, brought the response: ''Oh! You
mean the miracle worker."
·
Not your typical response to a rather typical telephone request, but it surely verified
the rumors that Mike, as his friends call
him, has earned himself at least one other
nickname-"Mr.
Fix-It."
Born and raised in Cranston and now
residing in Johnston with his wife, Diane
(Dugal) Bynum, and two daughters by a
previous marriage, Bynum has worked in
the College's computer center for the past
five years.
He is-by all accounts-an electronics

whiz.
Computers are his game; energy and determination his stock-in-trade; miracles
(according to some) his service.

There are those on campus who will tes-

tify that there is nothing Milre can't th:.
Evidence shows that there's almost nothing
he won't at least try to fix-if asked-and
the broken or malfunctioning item doesn't
necessarily have to be a computer or computer terminal.
The only requirement, usually, is that it
has moving parts.
Not too long ago, Bynum came to the
rescue of the office of news and publications services when its hot-wax machine
failed-apparently due to heavy use over
many years.
Hot wax is indispensible for people trying to paste-up copy for camera-ready production of such things as newspapers,
brochures, flyers and advertising.
(continued on page 6)

COMPUTER OOWN ... Mr. Fix-it to the rescue! Rhode Island College's Mike
Bynum, a telecommunications technician, can be seen ahnost anywhere on campus becausealmost everywhere one can rind computers. When they decline to be
'user friendly' Bynum can usually remedy the situation. What's News Photo by
Gordon E. Rowley)

-
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Book Look
Facts about recently
published books by
Rhode Island College
f acuity and staff
Author: Vernon J. Williams; Jr.
Title: From a Caste to a Minority: Changing Attitudes of American Sociologists
Toward Afro-Americans, 1896-1945
Publisher: The Greenwood. Press, Inc.,
Westport, Conn.
Publishing Date: April 30, 1989
Cost: $39.95
Contents: Slow and Protracted Change:
Northern Sociologists and the "Negro Problem," 1896-1910;Southern Sociology Defends Jim Crow; The Influence of Franz
Boas, 1894-1910;The Dynamics of Change,
1911-1920;The Triumph of Liberal Environmentalism, 1920-1929; The Triumph
of Assimilationist Theory, 1930-1945.

Snow blankets the campus in one of the few snowstorms of the winter. (What's

In Brief/Synopsis: From a Caste to a Minority explores the complex and changing
attitudes held toward blacks by the nation's
News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)
leading sociologists from 1896 to the end of
World War II. It examines how and why sociology transformed itself from a discipline
that rationalized caste-like arrangements in
the United States to one that actively advocated and supported the full assimilation of
Afro-Americans into the American mainstream. The study suggests that the
ascendency of assimilationist theory in
post-Worl<lWar II sociology represents the
"Fullbright and Other Grants for Graduate triumph of ideals of black progress and
assimilation proposed in American socioloStudy Abroad, 1990-91."
gical theory since 1896. Despite a capitulation to the forces of racism and reaction
Students cu"ently enrolled t~ before 1911,sociologists eventually developed their discipline into one of the most
at Rhode Island College · forward-looking of all the social sciences.

Annual competition •for Fulbright
and other grad study grants opens
The United States Information Agency
(()SIA) and the Institute of International
Education (')IE) announce the official opening on May 1, 1989of the 1990-91competition for Fulbright Grants and other grants
foi: -graduate study abroad in academic
fields and for professional training in the
creative and performing arts.
The purpose of these grants is to increase
mutual understanding between the people
of the United States and other countries
through the. exchange of persons, knowledge and skills. Fulbright Grants are funded under the Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 through an
annual appropriation made by Congress to
USIA and by foreign governments, universities, corporations and private donors.
Participating governments and host institutions in many countries also contribute.
Fulbright Grants are available for study or
research. Travel grants are available to
selected countries to supplement maintenance awards from other sources that do
not provide funds for international travel or
to supplement the applicant's personal
funds.

For all grants, applicants must be U.S.
citizens at the time of application and hold
a bachelor's degree or its equivalent by the
beginning date of the grant. Creative and
performing artists are not required to have
a bachelor's degree, but they must have
four years relevant training or study. Candidates in medicine must have an M.D. or
equivalent (e.g., D :D.S., O.D., etc) at the
time of application.
All applicants are required to have sufficient proficiency in the language of the host
country to carry out their proposed study
or research.
Fulbright Grants provide round-trip international travel, maintenance for the
tenure of the grant and tuition waivers, if
applicable. Travel grants provide round-trip
international travel to the country where the
student will pursue study or research. All
grants include basic health and accident insurance.
Complete program and application information is contained in the brochure,

In Memoriam
ft

Retired· English ~rof was ~good
teacher, a gentleman'
,Francis E. Greene, a professor of English at Rhode Island College from 1946
(then Rhode Island College of Education)
until 1%6 when he retired, died at Cape
Coral, Fla., on Feb, 17 at age 82.
Survivors include bis wife, the former
Ella Williams, who had served as director
of Thorp Residence Hall here, 4 children,
great8
and
19 grandchildren
grandchildren.
''He was considered a good. teacher and
a gentleman," says Clement J. Hasenfus,
associate professor of secondary education.

Born In Providence, a son of the late

John J. and Katie B. (McDonald) Greene,
he had lived in that city and in Pawtucket
before moving to Florida in 1982. .
After retiring from RIC, he had taught at
Saive Regina and Bryant colleges. He was
a reporter for the fonner Pawtucket Tunes,
now the Evening Times from 1929 to 1934,
and later was an editorial and feature
writer for 14 years for the Providence Visitor, the official newspaper of the Diocese
of Providence.

Greene was a 1929 graduate of ProviGreene was "a quiet guy, but when it dence College and held a master's degree
came to speaking, he did so forcefully," in philosophy from Boston University and
an honorary doctorate in education from
adds Hasenfus.
the former Catholic Teachers College in
''Frank was a popular teacher, and those Providence.
of us who taught with him remember him
as a kind and helpful colleague," says Dr.
Fune1:al services were held in ProviAlbert C. Salzberg, associate professor of dence. Burial was in St. Ann's Cemetery,
English.
Cranston.

shou/,d contact
John I Salesses,
the Fullbright program
advisor on campus ...

Presented in a highly readable, narrative
format, the book demonstrates the impact
of black sociological thought and discusses
• the role played by amateur sociology in a
discipline increasingly conscious of its professional standing. Changing attitudes
toward Afro-Americans against a backdrop
of black migration to the North are also explored, thereby linking intellectual and
Siudents currently enrolled at Rhode social history.
Island College should contact John J.
Salesses, the Fulbright program advisor on
This extensively researched study prescampus, located in Roberts Hall 114 for ents the social scientific discussion of Afrobrochures, application forms and further Americans and race relations from 1896 to
infom1ation. The deadline for the receipt of 1945 in greater depth than any previous
applications is Sept. 1, 19.89. Both work. It will be a valuable asset to students
Fulbright Full- and Travel-Grant applica- and scholars of Afro-American history as
tions will be reviewed on campus prior to well as to those interested in the developbeing forwarded to IIE for the October 31, ment of the social sciences, and in Ameri1989 deadline.
can intellectual history after 1865.

College hopes to set up book-award
program for high school seniors
Thanks to alumnus Howard Boyj, Jr., Class of '65, Rhode Island College may
soon have a book award program at many of the state's public and private high
schools, reports Holly L. Shadoian, alumni affairs director.
Shadoian . says Boyj, who is the headmaster at Lincoln High School, has sug-·
gested that he contact all high school principals in Rhode Island and ask them to
enlist the services of at least one of their t~chers, who is a RIC alumnus, to buy
a set of books that would be awarded each spring to an outstanding graduate who
planned to attend the College.
'!'he boo~ would_be deluxe editions of a dictionary and a thesaurus, says Shadoian, adding, that if more than one RIC alumnus at a given school wished to participate, they could share the costs of the books. .
Shadoian has suggested that the book presentation by our teacher alumni to the
students take place at an appropriate ceremony at the schools.
She says a final draft of the letter by Boyj to the high school principals should
be sent out within the next week.
The College's Upward Bound program has for a number of years now also made
·
book awards to the outstanding graduates of that program.

Next issue of What's News
is Monday, March 20.
DEADLINE
for copy, photos, etc. is
noon, Tuesday, March 14.
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College begins task of
preparing for 1990
accreditation review
The self-study process which serves as
preparation for the upcoming accreditation
review of Rhode Island College by the
New England Association of Schools and
Colleges (NEASC) has begun, according
to co-chairs of the self-study steering committee.
Some 100 people from virtually all facets
of the institution are now serving on
various sub-committees in preparation for
the NEASC team visit in October 1990, according to Drs. Lenore A. DeLucia and
Pamela Irving Jackson, co-chairs.
Accreditation is a status granted to an educational institution or program that ·has
been found to meet or exceed stated criteria
of educational quality.
According to DeLucia, the up-coming
NEASC accreditation ''is important, for
this is the basic accreditation without
which you may not even be able apply for
others (accreditations)."
Accreditation is' periodically reaffirmed
by NEASC through comprehensive evaluation at varying intervals, but at least every
10 years.
Accreditation has two fundamental purposes, according to NEASC: to assure the
quality of the institution ... and to assist in
the improvement of the institution ....
The Rhode Island College study team
will consider the characteristics of the
whole institution, giving attention not only
to the educational offerings of the institution, but also to such other institutional
characteristics as the student personnel
services, financial conditions, and administrative strength.
Throughthe process of self-study the institution mobilizes the various elements of
its community to reflect on the purposes
and effectiveness of the institution, examine its strengths as well as weaknesses,
and, where problems or opportunities are
identified, begin to work toward their solution or fulfillment.
Accreditation indicates that the institution (a) has appropriate purposes (b) has
the resources needed to accomplish its purposes (c) can demonstrate that it is accomplishing its purposes ·(d) gives reason
to believe that it will continue to accomplish its purposes, says NEASC.
''The preparation for an accreditation
review is actually quite useful to an institution," says Jackson, leading to recognition
of campus strengths and weaknesses and
planning for the future.
"People here will spend a lot of time on
this (self-study) because they realize the
importance of it and the accreditation,''
says DeLucia.
On Feb. 8 President Carol J. Guardo
hosted a breakfast for all those who will be
working on the self study and expressed
her appreciation · and thanks for their
forthcoming efforts on behalf of the institution.
EDITOR
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'Primitive' artist promoted by labor leader
by Clare Flynn Joy
McElroy, whose name is almost synonomous with the state's labor movement, said
of Fasanella's works, ''The paintings are
symbolic of Rhode Island and New England workers because they very often depict
workers in large factories usually associated with Rhode Island textile mills.
''That depiction really signifies the beginning of the large growth of the trade
union movement in Rhode Island because
workers in the textile industry were the
foundation · of the labor movement in the
1930s. We see the significance of the
Fasanella works as a celebration of the
Rhode Island worker and of the textile industry as a major part of the trade union
movement in Rhode Island.''
Carver would like to have Rhode Island
purchase a painting and have it hang in a
public building, he said. "But this is not a
fundraiser. This is to let people see the importance of the paintings. We want to bring
awareness to the public."

RALPH FASANELLA
The roots of labor unions, textile mill
workers, independence and pride, run as
deep in New England as the waters it borders, and as strong as that ocean's current.
It is ·no wonder then that when 42-yearold Ronald Carver, a local labor, organizer
for the AFL-CIO, discovered that the
works of one the most noted American
painters of urban working class life were
being bought up by private collectors, he
commited himself to bringing back the
paintings to the public they depict.
To do the job, Carver took a year's leave
of absence from his job, and with the endorsement of the artist, Ralph Fasanella, an
Italian-American who pumped gas before
becoming famous through his paintings,
organized Public Domain, intending to
"bring the Fasanella works back to the people by having them located in public buildings."

.•. Public Domain intended -to
'bring the Fasanella works
back to the people by
having them located in
public buildings.'
Carver said he'd always been a fan of
Fasanella's paintings and "I was disturbed
to find that working people would no longer
have access to the pictures. They are very
important to our culture. Ralph is a rare
working class artist.''
Carver's Public Domain project hasn't
been easy on him financially, he said, "but
that doesn't matter." What matters to him
is a successful ending to his dream.
Most recently, Carver was able to have
the city of New Bedford purchase Fasanella's "Labor Education-New
Bedford
Union Hall" painting. Today, it hangs in
the New Bedford Whaling Museum, "for
everyone to see.''
This month, Carver and his cousin, Ilene
Carver, also a labor organizer and project
assistant, are in Rhode Island working diligently to have the Ocean State purchase one
of Fasanella's works.
The two have pulled together an impressive committee of the state's labor leaders
and officials to help in their efforts. Among
those listed on Public Domain letterhead,
include, Edward J. McElroy, Jr., president
of the Rhode Island AFL-CIO and Rhode ·
Island Federation of Teachers; Governor
Edward D. DiPrete; Speaker of the House
of Representatives Joseph D 'Angelis;
Harvey Press, president of the National Education Association Rhode Island; and
James Hagan, president of the Providence
Chamber of Commerce.
This group and other invited guests will
be present at tomorrow night's reception in
the Governor's State Room in the state
house, where Carver will introduce
Fasanellato those in attendanceandunveil

a group of oil paintings from the artist's
Mill Series.
A second appearance by the artist will
occur Wednesday, March 8 at noon in the
Rhode Island College Art Center, according to Enrico Pinardi, professor of art here.
After seeing the works at the University
of Lowell in Massachusetts,Pinardi said he
asked Carver if Rhode Island College could
host a slide and lecture show by Fasanella.
The request was more than welcome,
Carver said because "Ralph loves to be
with people. That's where he is at his
best.''
Those attending the free and public lecture should be delighted with the 74-year~ ·
old painter's down-to-earth approach and
colorful explanations of his life history as a
CIO organizer, his family background, his
travels and the origins of the paintings,
Carver said. Rhode Island College is the
only institution of higher education at
whichFasanella will lecture. The Rhode
Island exhibition will be on display at the
state house now through March 21.

'But this is not a fund.raiser.
This is to let people see the
importance of the paintings.
~ want to bring awareness
to the public.'
-F.dward McElroy, AFL-C/0

president
McElroy concurred. ''The purpose of the
reception is to try to determine interest in
the paintings. What we choose to do later
will be a decision made based upon the
kind of interest that is shown.''
Besides the New Bedford success story,
Carver has been successful in having the
city of Lawrence, Mass. purchase a painting. Rhode Island is getting all his energy
now, and efforts are underway in Oakland,
Calif. and Flint, Mich., among other
cities.

The Rhode Island Exhibition is on
display at the State House now
through March 21.

"

Fasaoella's paiofinp often depict real life urban family sett'
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Student here was official
photog for U.S. Presidents
by George LaTour
President Gerald Ford "was a nice fellow to work with" and Jimmie Carter "was
probably the most brilliant of our modem-day Presidents.''
President Ronald Reagan was "the most pleasant and out-going" and George Bush
"walks very fast."
.
.
.
These are the observations of an "insider" at the White House whose Job as chief of
the Naval Presidential Motion Picture Documentary Film Team was to photograph the
Presidents. He is now retired and studying full time at Rhode Island College.
The observations-while not startling and, perhaps, merely confirming what many of
us already suspected about these American leaders-are ~d _and . discreet.
Michael C. Wright, who now resides in Providence with his wife, the former Mary
Ellen Law, would have it no other way.
.
. In order to get him to agree to an interview, an understanding on the ground rules had
to be reached first-no "kiss and tell" stories!
.
The last thing the 25-year veteran from Texas wants is to_embarras~ the P~es1dents for
whom he has the highest respect. That he spent considerable . tun~ with_ each_ of
them-including virtually all of their public lives and much of therr pnvate lives-is a
given fact.
.
.
.
But, he feels, his position, and that of the other s1x-to-e1ght-man team which he
supervised, was a privileged one and should not ever be abused.
.
Wr ight , as a 17-year-old sailor from land-locked Archer County, Texas, w~ stat101;1ed
on a ship in Newport in the mid - 1960s when he met Mary Ellen at a dance tn the Girls
City Club in Providence .
.
.
.
.
A year later they were married and off to distant pomts aroun_d the globe: Wnght, m
his travels with various Presidents, says he has been to every maJor country m the world
except Russ ia and Australia .
His photography career started with the Navy in 1967 in Pe~cola, _Fla., whe~e he
studied all phases of it, including motion picture photography . His studies took him to
the University of Southern California for motion picture production ,(graduate-level studies), leaving him as a qualified motion picture director.
.
Then came service at the White House as part of the Naval team that photographs the
Presidents.
"The Navy has been the official Presidential photographer since Harry Truman's term
in 1949," says Wright. "But, it wasn't until John F. Kennedy's term that a full (photographic) team was assigned to the President. "
President Johnson further extended the
NEW FOUNDATION PRESIDENT: Mrs. Elena Leonelli of Providence has
team from about eight photographers to 40.
been elected president of the Rhode Island College Foundation for a one-year
Subsequent Presidents have been satisfied
term, replacing Clinton H. Wynne. Election were at the Foundation's annual
with considerably fewer.
business meeting Feb. 22 in the Faculty Center. Elena is the wife of Dr. Renato
Wright says that although he has flown on
Leonelli, professor emeritus of elementary education and former Foundation
Air Force One a number of times-as have
president.
most of the photographic team merµbers-it
was customary for a Navy crew of four men
to travel with the President (who was on Air
Force One) in an accompanying plane provided for the press.
The team's job was and is to provide film
documentation
(for
posterity)
of
"everything the President does in public and
a lot of private, family footage."
Wright explains that all the film "ends up
in the national archives for the public.''
Lithographs made of a commissioned
dence College, Brown University and the
After a President leaves office, the films
montage painting of Rhode Island College
University of Rhode Island by Karl R. Ritt'' end up in his library but are still part of the
will be sold at cost to the Campus Store
man of Warwick.
national archives.''
tbookstore) by a prominent member of the
Wright ca.rileon board as Presidential phoHe says similar arrangements to those at
Italian-American
community,
reports
tographer during President Ford's term;
RIC.had been made with both Brown and
Richard E. Payne, special assistant to the
remained through the entire Carter adminisURI, whereby proceeds from the sale of
president for development.
tration, and a good portion of the Reagan
the lithographs were donated to their reProceeds from the sale of the lithographs
era.
spective libraries.
will be donated to the Adams Library for
During this time, of course, Wright saw
The painting features a number of Rhode
purchase of books relating to the Italian
MICHAEL C. WRIGHT
much of then Vice President Bush.
culture, says Payne.
Island College buildings, the College symAn episode he relates gives a rare glimpse of White House life during a time of Crisis.
The College benefactor is Joseph R. bol and totem pole on the campus mall.
If it weren't for the tragedy of the situation, it would be funny.
Muratore of Warwick, an expert on the
Wright was standing in the Oval Office talking with a Secret Service agent at the time .
Price of the lithographs will run about
origin of Italian family names and on
$25 each at the bookstore, says Payne. The of the Challenger shuttle disaster, although they were not aware ,\t that precise minute
Christopher Columbus, the Italian explorer
lithographs-which are in color-will be that a disaster had just occurred.
credited with discovering America.
"Bush walked between us very fast and apparently said, 'The shuttle just blew up.'
approximately 24 by 27 inches, he says.
"We are grateful to Mr. Muratore for .
"We thought he said, 'The shuttle just went up,' but we weren't sure.
initiating this project on our behalf, and I
Muratore, who will maintain ownership
"So, I went to the TV and saw what was a re-run of the shuttle blast-off, but didn't
am confident that our alumni and members or' the painting which, he says, will hang in know it was a re-run. I thought it was the 'live' shot. In other words, the shuttle was
of the College community will find it an at- his office, is a real estate investor, appraistractive rendering of the campus,'' says er and agent. He has been honored by the just then taking off and everything looked fme. I said, 'o.k.' and went back to tell the
President Carol J. Guardo.
Italian government several times. Of Sici- Secret Service agent that. ''
Within seconds, however, Wright and the agent learned the truth of the matter. The
Muratore had commissioned similar
lian heritage, he was in 1976 named an
Challenger had blown up, killing all aboard.
montages of Federal Hill, Newport, ProviItalian vice counsel in Rhode Island. .
Wright considers himself "a very fortunate individual" for several reasons, not the
least of which, of course, was the opportunity to see firsthand and record for history the
lives of the Presidents.

College to acquire lithographs of
campus for sale in bookstore

Proceeds to go to library for books on Italian culture

Jrish tunes will ooon ta
Band's Iris,h Festival ·at
lege's Roberts HaH ·a
Patrick's Day. 'Friday 1 M
at 8:15 p.m.
'
Under thedir~tion of Francis Mar
of the rue music faculty, $the .
oldest continually ·performing civili
c-ertband will toast the ·Emerald Isl
the sons and daughters of the ''O
with the likes of "Daooy Boy,"
town Saturday Night," the "Rakes
low" and "The Wearin of the G
among others.

He also considers himself fortunate ''to be able to come back and finish'' his education.
"I just missed out on a lot of my education when I went into the Navy at 17." ·
He is working toward a bachelor's degree in gen€ral education. His wife, a licensed
practical nurse (LPN), is working toward a degree here in elementary education. Both
would like to teach school. A daughter, Nancy, graduated from RIC last January.
Concerning the couple's return to college, Wright assures, "It's nothing we did frivolously. We planned this for at least five years . ''
He terms RIC "a little jewel in our midst" which, academically, can stack up with
"any of the universities I've been to."
The interv iew having ended and an indication having been made that it was now time
for someone to take his photo, Wright only smiled.
.,_
He stood up, tall and erect, and carefully placed his Stetson hat on a chair while eyeballing the 35mm camera .
With accustomed military courtesy and only a hint of a Southern drawl, he asked for
the camera which, upon receipt, he deftly adjusted to the proper settings.
Then, Michael Wright's photo was taken for posterity.
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Keeping Score
with Dave Kemmy

Wrestlers capture second
straight New England Title
The 17-year drought had ended last leyan University was third with 99 an
season with the school's first New England Worcester Polytech was fourth with
Wrestling Championship, and with their points.
second consecutive title wrapped up is
The Anchormen basketball team lost ·
there talk of dynasty at Rhode Island Col- the semifinals of the Little East Conferenc
lege?
post-season tournament to the University
One thing is for sure, the Anchormen
Southern Maine, but received good news
wrestling program has established itself as when they were selected as the fifth seed ·
a top-notch program in New England, with the ECAC New England Division III Basback-to-back titles and three individual ketball Tournament.
champions.
The Anchormen bowed 90- 77 to SouthSenior Scott Martin finished a brilliant ern Maine, Friday, Feb. 24 at Plymouth
New England career with his fourth title at State College. Junior forward Troy Smith
118pounds. He also earned the meet's Out- had an outstanding game with 24 points and
standing Wrestler Award and the award for 13 rebounds. Senior Jesse Ferrell fmished
the most falls in the least amount of time. with 18 points and eight rebounds and Je
He defeated Worcester Polytech's Rich Allen was next with nine points.
Maguire 12-0 in the finals, avenging an earSouthern Maine went on to defeat toplier defeat this season at the hands of the seeded Plymouth State College in the
Engineer.
championship game and received an autoSophomore Brian Allen won his second matic bid to the NCAA Division III Tourconsecutive crown with a 3-2 overtime de- nament.
cision over Randy Cleary of Plymouth
The Anchormen reached the semifmals
State College at 126 pounds. Freshman by blitzing Southeastern Massachusetts
Scott Carlsten became the third frosh in Univeristy, the LEC defending champion,
school annals and the first freshman upper- 101-76 in Walsh gym on Feb. 21. Smith led
weight to win a New England crown when four players in double figures with 18.
he disposed of his Norwich University opThe team is seeded fifth in the eight-team
ponent 9-2 in the championship match at ECAC Tournament and will be playing at
158 pounds. _
fourth seeded Wesleyan University on
Martin, Allen and Carlsten will all be Saturday, March 4, at 7:30 p .m . in Middlewrestling in the NCAA Division III Nation- town, Conn. The Anchormen reached the
al Championships which will be held at semifmals of this tournament last year
John Carroll University in Cleveland, Ohio where they were knocked out by eventual
March 3 and 4. Three champions is the champion Amherst College.
most the team has had in this tournament
The Anchormen are currently 18-9 on
and it is also the most national qualifiers the season and finished their Little East
for the program in one season.
campaign with a 7-5 record.
The Anchormen also had five other AllThe Anchor women basketball team
New England placefinishers, including two . reached the · semifmals of the Little East
other finalists.
Tournament with an 87-77 overtime victory
Junior Joe Amato lost a tough 7-5 de- over Plymouth State College Feb. 21 in
cision in the finals at 134 pounds. Amato Walsh Gym.
has placed all three times in this meet and
The team didn't fare quite as well in the
just missed receiving the only wild card en- semifmals, however, losing to regular
try into the Division III Nationals. Cleary season champion Southern Maine 75-42.
from Plymouth State College, who lost in
Senior Doreen Grasso reached the 1,000
overtime to Brian Allen, received the wild point mark for her career in the Plymouth card slot.
game, becoming only the sixth female in
Sophomore James Barbera took second school history to reach that plateau. She
at 142 pounds for the second straight fmished with a game-high 31 points, inseason. He lost 6-2 in the finals to Scott cluding two three-pointers and shot 15-forKarpinski from the Coast Guard Academy, 17 from the free throw line. Sophomore
but he had defeated Karpinski 1-0 in over- Renee Walker also had a great game with
time earlier in the semifmals.
17 points and Denise Petrucci hit double
digits with ten points.
In the Southern Maine loss, Debbie
Allen was the team's top scorer with 12 and
Grasso added ..ten.
· The team fmished the year with a 13-14
record overall and 6-6 in the Little East.
Sophomore Jill D 'Abrosca qualified to
the ECAC Division III Gymnastic Champoinships which were held Saturday, Feb.
25, - at Trenton State College in Trenton,
N.J.
D' Abrosca fmished 15th in the all around
with a score of 32.75, her highest all
around score of the season. She also did
very well on the vault, fmishing in seventh
place with an 8.7. She also placed 25th on
Freshman Domenic DiVincenzo turned the uneven bars with an 8.3, 25th on the
in a superb performance at 190 pounds, balance ~ w_ith a 7 .7 and 27th in the
placing fourth. He lost 7-5 to Franz from floor exercise with _an 8.05. . .
M.I.T. in the consolation finals. Freshman
She narrowly missed qualifymg to the
Wally DiGesse also had an outstanding ef- National Co~eg~te Gy_mnas~cs Associafort, placing fifth at 167 _pounds. Sopho- tion ChamJX?mships ~hich _will be held ~t
more Sean Sullivan eamed his first the University of Wisconsm-LaCrosse m
All-New England honors with a sixth place Lacrosse, Wisconsin March 3 and 4.
finish at 150 pounds.
·
The team fmished the year with a 2-8
The Anchormen won the 14-team meet record and placed fourth in the New Engwith 124 points. Western · New England land Division III Gynmastic League ChamCollege was second with 100 points, Wes- pionships.

a

R.I. College celebrates
National Foreign Language
Week March 5-12
March 5-12 has been designated National
Foreign Language Week. Hector Medina,
chair of the Department of Modern Languages, has planned several events to
"highlight the week and to increase awareness of world cultures, economies,
histories, languages and physical environments."
According to the New England Board of
Higher Education's Summer 1988 Connection, a concentrated effort in these areas
must be marshalled if the United States is
to compete diplomatically, commercially,
educationally and scientifically in the 21st
Century.
Sen. Claiborne Pell will be the recipient
of the first Foreign Language Advocate
Award. This award, to an outstanding supporter of foreign languages and international studies, will be presented by the
Department of Modem Languages in
April.
The Department of Modern Languages
invites the College community to participate in the many events scheduled. Among
them are the flying of flags of nations
whose languages are taught at Rhode Island
College, international foods served all
week in Donovan Dining Center courtesy
of Dining Services, and the distribution of
pens and bumper stickers celebrating the
week.
·
Also, on Wednesday, March 8, from
-n:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m., James E.
White, professor emeritus of the English
department, will present ''A Window on to
the World''. This will be a brief lecture and
demonstration on the uses of shortwave
radio for modern language study and practice. Using taped and possibly live broadcasts, he will show how easy it is to listen
to shortwave programs in both English and
foreign languages with relatively inexpensive shortwave radios.
In addition, White, who has been an amateur radio operator since 1946, will attempt to communicate with radio amateurs
("hams") in foreign countries by means of
a temporary station he will set up in the
Language Lab in Craig-Lee 132. Over the
years, White has talkedto ''hams'' in more
than 150 foreign countries. Interested persons may stop in at any time during the
demonstration.
Throughout the week a Foreign Film
Festival will be held at noon in Craig-Lee
102. On Monday the film Mon Oncle
D 'Amerique, a French film, will be shown.
A Portuguese film, TheHour of the Star, is
planned for Tuesday. The Official Story, a
Spanish film, wil be presented on Thursday. The series concludes on Friday with
the Italian film, Three Brothers. All have
English subtitles.
The Audiovisual department and the
Film/Video Library will sponsor "Global
Awareness" documentary films throughout
the week in Craig-Lee 102. They are:

WE ARE THE WORLD
DO YOU SPEAK OUR LANGUAGE?

10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Monday, March
6
An Overview of Western
Europe
The Asmat of New Guinea
Afganistan: Children of the
Infidels
Portugal
Australia
Scandinavia Unique
Societies
India Speaks
Tuesday, March 7
The Birth of Language
The Japan That They Don't
Tulk About
The Arts
Germany: A Nation of
History
China: The Year of the
Counting
Venezuela
Vietnam Perspective '

Wednesday, March 8
9:30 a.m.
Spain
10:00 a.m . Haitian Song
11:00 a.m. Nicaragua: Our Own
Country
2:00 p.m.
Desert Triangle: Libya,
Sudan and Egypt
2:30 p.m.
In the South Seas: Fiji
3:00 p.m.
Indonesia
3:30 p.m.
Islam Today

10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 9
Italy: A Nation of Families
Women's Role in Egypt,
India and Bolivia
The Mothers of Plaza De
Mayo
Quebec
Poland: A Year of Solidarity
The Making of Russia

Friday, March 10
The Caribbean
India
Language and
Communication
11:30 a.m. The Yucatec Maya
2:00 p.m.
African · Art
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Chess tea01 takes _top honors
Rhode Island College Chess Team took
honors in the U.S. Amateur Team Championships East Feb. 18-20 in the Hilton Hotel
in Somerset, N .J., winning prizes as the
top college team, the top Rhode Island
team, the top individual for its outstanding
woman player, and top second team.
The performances marked "another outstanding result in a terrific season for us,"
says Dr. Armand I. Patrucco, team
coach/advisor.
The RIC team had recently tied for second with Yale and the University of California at Berkeley in the Pan-American
Intercollegiate Team Championships. They
were undefeated , but had two ties with Yale
and Harvard . Harvard, also undefeated,
won that tournment.
Some 223 teams from private clubs, colleges and universities competed in the recent tourney . The U .S. Amateur East is by
far the largest of the regional champion-

ships with more competitors than all the
other regions in the country combined.
Sharon Burtman of Stoughton, Mass.,
previously ranked as one of the top 10 amateur female chess players in the United
States, won top board prize with a perfect
score of six wins and no losses, prompting
the comment: "I had the tournament of my
life!"
"She's not been defeated in her past eight
games (all in 1989)," notes Patrucco, adding, "Burtman is rapidly approaching
master status.''
Performances of other RIC players in the
U.S. Amateurs were: Senior Master
Sandeep Joshi of Providence - 3 wins, l
loss, 2 ties; Jim Della-Selva of Providence
- 4 wins, 2 losses; Leonard Johnson of Providence - 2 wins, 4 losses .
Next on the RIC Chess Team agenda, the
New England Amateur Team Championships March 11-12which RIC will host at its
Providence/North Providence campus.
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Running becomes a way of life for Magill
by Cynthia L. Sousa

Peggy Magill loves a challenge.
As a child, she competed with the "big
boys" on the football and baseball fields.
As a college student, Magill proved herself
a competitor on the gymnastic mat.
On April 17, Magill will compete against
some of the world's best runners during the
1989 Boston Marathon.
Magill, formerly Manning, began running after graduating from Rhode Island
College in 1981.
Now, only seven years later, the 29-year
old athlete will run the famed Marathon.
Not bad for someone who took up running
because ''you could just put on your sneakers and go out".
Magill credits Rhode Island College
gymnastics coach Gail Davis with giving
her much of the physical and mental stamina necessary to compete on a professional
level.
"She gave me an opportunity I would
never have had," Magill explained. "Davis
accepted members who were willing to
work, regardless of their ability."

'She gave me an opportunity
I would never have had,'
Magill said.
Prciessional gymnastics was not in this

magna cum laude graduate's future plans.
Shortly after receiving a B.A.in math,
Magill took up the sport of jogging at the
height of its popularity during the early
80's.
From there, it was "up hill all the way."
Magill, who is five feet four and •weighs
only 100 lbs., joined the Ocean State Athletic Club, a running club with over 100
members from Rhode Island and nearby
Massachusetts (formerly the Johnson and
Wales Athletic Club). Through the club she
met her husband, John, from Pawtucket;

*MR.FIX-IT

PREPARING FOR THE BIG DAY: Peggy Magill runs along the streets of
Warwick and East Greenwich in preparation for the Boston Marathon.
(What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

(contin~ed from page 1)

Bynum, usually a man of few words,
bent to the task of taking the machine apart
piece by piece. It wasn't long before he determined that the problem was simply a
worn-out part that had to be replaced.
No need to call in a company repair person (and, perhaps, end up paying high
repair costs).
The news and publications office merely
had to order the replacement part, wait for
its delivery, and call Mr. Fix-It once again
to come in and install it.
This story apparently can be told over
and over, as Byp.um is called upon again
and again by an ever-increasingly grateful
campus community.
"When he came to campus, there were
probably no more than 125 terminals and
no personal computers (PCs)," says Peter
W. Harman of North Kingstown, director
of the College computer center. "There
are probably 300 PCs now and 150 terminals (which go into four mainframes on
campus)."
"Every department has at least one computer," says Bynum.
.,,
All of these, of course, are subject to oc..casional malfunctioning and are, technically, within Bynum's domain to fix.
Bynum reports that half of bis work is
repairing and half is upgrading and installing equipment.
"Stuff you can touch (hardware) is what
I fix," he says.
"It's true," attests Harmon, "Bynum is
responsible for the maintenance and repair
of terminals, micro-computers and other
types of communications equipment.' '
This includes installing large-screen
moniters in the PC lab, and setting up all
the machines for registration which requires him to wire five different locations
just for registration alone.
Harmonassures Bynum ''is saving some
money" for the College. He adds that, occasionally, the College sends out PCs for
service-"things Mike can't repair" using
the College's supply of parts-but, "we
r~y don't have maintenance contracts on
terminals or PCs anymore."

.This has alleviated the College from
spending "over $100,000 on maintenance
contracts,'' testifies Harmon.
Bynum graduated from Cranston High
School West and the Rhode Island School
of Electronics. He attended RIC for one
year and took a five-week course at the
Modem Secretarial School in Providence
"to learn key punch/data entry."
He took a job with the former Industrial
National Bank (now Fleet National) in the
mid-1970s as "the only male keypunch operator they had.'' He then became a computer operator 'for the bank for a six-month
period.
Other jobs included truck driving, longshoreman in Rhode Island and chef in an
Oklahoma restaurant owned by his parents.
Two sisters also worked in the Tulsa restaurant. A brother, James, is a master chef
in a Rhode Island restaurant.
Concerning his chef's job, Bynum says
with an appreciative chuckle, "I did my
penance for a year" in the restaurant business and then came back here to a job as
computer operator for Roger Williams
General Hospital.
Then, it was work for PRC Realty
Systems which hired him to maintain its
equipment and, finally-when
he "got
tired of bouncing from job to job"-back
to Rhode Island College.
Bynum is, in addition to his full-time
work here, working on his degree , a bachelor's in industrial technology, which he
expects to get this May.
Susan A. Monahan, a senior clerkstenographer in the industrial educauon
department whose description of Bynum as
"the miracle worker" opened the telephone conversation noted above, confirms
that "Mike has helped us a lot in this new
building (the Center for Industrial Technology in WhippleHall) ... getting thekinks
out.,,
Department chair Dr. Kenneth A.
Mc Vay describes Bynum as a "super guy"
who is "very very cooperative ... a hard
worker who tries to do things nice."
Adds McYay: "He's the greatest!"

Faculty

Colloquium Series
Spring 1989
The faculty of the Anthropology/Geography Department at
Rhode Island College is pleased to
present a series of colloquia by
faculty members on current
research interests. Please plan to
attend.
All programs will be held in Gaige
Hall Room 207 at noon, unless
otherwise noted. Bring your bag
lunch and join us. Coffee and tea
will be provided.

Tuesday, March 7
Dr. Gail Bader (Rhode Island
College and Brown University); "Research Issues in the
Study of Technology''

Tuesday, March 21
Dr. George Epple (Rhode
Island College); "Food and
Foodways in Caribbean Literature and Society"

Thursday, April 6
Mr. Robert Sullivan (Rhode
Island College); "Functional
Change in TransportationRelated Structures of Metropolitan Providence"
Friday, April 21
(at 12:30 p.m.)
Dr. Peter Pagoulatos, (Rhode
Island College); "Late Woodland and Contact Period LandUse Patterns in Rhode Island:
Continuity and Change"
For further information contact
either: George Epple at 4569661 or the Anthropology/Geography Department at 456-8005.

She began running in local races such as
the Old Stone Race (a l0K or 6.2 mile
race), the Fleet l~Miler, and the Bonnie
Belle Women's Race, a 10k with over 6,000
runners. She finished each race and placed
in a few, ''depending on the competition.''
This Warwick resident has also competed
in triathlons, races that combine swimming, biking and running.
In 1984 Magill ran and finished the
Ocean State Marathon (now the Rhode
Island Marathon) in Newport. Three years
later she qualified for the Boston Marathon
by finishing the Clarence De Mar Marathon in Keene, N.H. with a time of 3:22.
However, Magill suffered a knee injury in
February of 1987 and had arthroscopic surgery to remove a plica band. The Boston
Athletic Association, organizers of the
marathon, issued a medical waiver to
Magill so she would not have to re-qualify
for this year's race.
Each morning Magill swims a mile
before going to work. After work, she runs
about seven miles, usually with her "running partner," Ed Turczuk. On the "1eekends, Magill runs another 15 to 20 miles.
''Training for the Boston Marathon is
tough because you have to train during the
winter months," says Magill. She usually
runs outside but tried a treadmill about a
month ago which caused her to get ''very
painful shin splints". Magill had to take
some time off from running and hopes that
she can make up for lost time by running
more miles on the weekends.
Four days before the marathon, Magill
will eat foods high in carbohydrates. This
"carbo-loading" helps to build up glycogen in muscles which, in turn, allows her
to store extra energy.
Mike Bell, of Cranston, president of the
Ocean State Athletic Club said, "Peggy is
a good runner; she trains hard and takes it
seriously. She's had good times and set a
personal 5-mile record of 6:22 last fall. I
think she '11do fine if she stays injury-free
from now until April 17."
Magill's husband and the couple's many '
running friends will be in Boston to cheer
Magill and other club members on.
"They're my support team," Magill says.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Manning, Magill's
parents, will also be among the throngs of
thousands lining the route .
Bostpn-is "really hopping" the day of the
marathon, Magill says. "It's like one big
party. '' After volunteering at a water station a few years ago Magill decided that the
Boston Marathon was something she really
wanted to do.
The Boston Marathon is 26.2 miles long
and in its 93rd year. There were only 15
runners in the first marathon in 1897. This
year, according to Marja Bakker, administrator for the Boston Athletic Association,
they are expecting between 6,500 and
7,000 runners. The race begins in Hopkinton and ends in Boston. 'There are 11water
stations and several medical facilities along
the route manned by some 4,500 volunteers," said Bakker. Finishers receive a
medallion at the finish line, are wrapped in
a silver "space blanket" and are treated to
food and beverages to help them recover
from their enormous effort.
Magill says her goal is to finish the marathon in 3:20 but she "won't be too disappointed " if she doesn't meet her goal as
long as she finishes "running."
After the race Magill plans on "piggingout" because she will have expended so
much energy and will be very hungry. She
also will take a few weeks off from running
because she sometimes suffers from
tedonitis after a long run.
Magill, who also holds an MBA from the
University of Rhode Island, works as a
senior systems analyst at Metropolitan Insurance Co. in Warwick. Her husband, a
URI graduate, is an electronics engineer at
Naval Underwater Systems in Newport. He
has run the Boston Marathon several times
(bis best time was 2:22) but is not running
this year because of injuries. When they are
not running the couple enjoys travelling and
are planning a trip to Ireland this June or
July.
Magill can't ever see herself slowing
down. "I will continue to run as long as I
can,'' she admits. Although she likes longdistance training-marathons
"really do
wear you out" and she does not know for
how l~g she will continue to run them.
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Latin American tells
of problems treating
victims of statesponsored repression
in El Salvador

American composer Elie Siegmeister here
March 20 for 'all-Siegmeister' concert
in honor of his 80th birthday

Insisting El Salvador ''is not an emerging democracy" as the Reagan administration had claimed, a social psychologist at
the University of Central America in San
Salvador told a Rhode Island College audi~nce Feb. 22 that his is a country of "institutionalized terrorism" and "massive
by George LaTour
brutality."
Ignacio Martin-Baro, a Jesuit priest who
Edward Markward, of the Rhode Island
serves as the university's vice rec tor, said College music faculty, will conduct the
more emphatically, "My country is a College Chamber Singers Monday, March
::ountry of war. "
20, in a concert honoring the 80th birthday
Indicating the dimension of violence in of
the
American
composer
Elie
El Salvador, he compared the number of Siegmeister. It will begin at 8:15 p.m. in
people killed in its,. escala~g nine-year
Roberts Hall auditorium.
:;ivilwar with what a proportionate number
The Harlem-born composer, who has
would be in the United States, given its made significant contributions to American
population.
musical life as writer, conductor, teacher
The 70,000 victims (mostly civilians) in and tireless protagonist of the American
El Salvador would be equivalent to 2 mil- composer, will be on hand for the alllion in the U.S., he said.
Siegmeister program.
Speaking in Gaige Hall auditorium to
A Meet-the-Composer
session in
about 150 faculty, staff and students on the Roberts auditorium, in which Siegmeister
topic of "Psychology and the Sociopo- will discuss his life and work with the audilitical Dilemmas in El Salvador," Martin- ence, will precede the concert at 7: 15 p.m.
Baro said the information we get on the
Highlight of the concert will be the presituation in his country is ''usually quite in- miere of Siegmeister's "Scenes from The
accurate or distorted or false."
Big Town" which the composer has dediHe said the government has been guilty cated to Miriam Koren, one of his eight
of "massive state terrorism agajnst any daughters.
civilians they felt were against the govern"Scenes" is composed of five choral
ment. Many were brutally tortured first. works set to the poetry of New York poets
Many just disappear.''
Norman Rosten, e.e. cummings, Langston
After relating several personal incidents Hughes and William Carlos Williams, ache witnessed of murder and rape, Martin- cording to Markward.
Baro said matter-of-factly, "That's the
Other works include piano rags
COMPOSERELIE SIEGMEISTER
emerging democracy we have."
"Serenade" and "Jitterbug" to be played
He was critical of the millions of dollars by Judith Lynn Stillman, artist-inMarkward reports that there are concerts ganized and for eight years conducted the
the United States has sent in suppprt of the residence here, and "Theme and Varia- being held in many sites around
the coun- American Ballad Singers who were piocurrent government which he indicated tions No. l" and "Fantasy Rag" by try this year in honor of Siegmeister's
neers in the folk music renaissance.
was being ~-in
part-to train the army.
Stephen Martorella, a visiting instructor of birthday (Jan. 15, 1909), including three in
Bewteen 1960 and 1965 Siegmeister
Referring directly to the subject of his music.
New York which Markward has attended. served as vice president of the American
Also to be performed are "Abraham
lecture, Martin-Baro characterized the
Siegmeister's wide range of creativeness Music Center, and in 1966-76 was
psychological and social problems in El Lincoln Walks at Midnight" and "Songs embraces symphonies, operas, chamber composer-in-residence at Hofstra UniverSalvador as "not being simple" and, there- for My Daughters" with soprano Lori music, songs, compositions for piano, sity.
fore, not able to be described "in simplis- Phillips.
band, and solo instruments as well as
He established, in 1971, and became
tic terms."
scores for Broadway, the ballet, and HollyMarkward says conductor/composer
chairman of the Council of Creative ArHe assured the violence and seemingly Leonard Bernstein suggested at a meeting wood film.
tists, Libraries and Museums, and in 1978
'constant political-military turmoil was not in Tanglewood in the summer of 1983 that
His 37 orchestral works have been perinitiated the Kennedy Center's National
characteristic of a Central American
he get to know Siegmeister. A year later formed by leading orchestras throughout Black Music Competition.
machismo or cultural aberation.
Siegmeister c'Ulle to RIC for two days the world under such conductors as Tos''Our mothers cry over their dead sons · when the College performed his "I Have a canini, Stokowski, Mitropoulos, Maazel
He has written a number of books, inand daughters just as American mothers Dream'' piece which is based on the Rev. and Comissiona. His eight operas have cluding Treasury of American Song.
would and have," he said .
been presented in France, Belgium,
The Meet-the-Composer session and
Martin Luther King, Jr. speech.
"Providing psychotherapy or psychoconcert are free and open to the public. For
Siegmeister returned to the College Canada and across the United States.
logical help to (our) victims is an o:erIn 1937 he was a founder of the Ameri- more information contact the RIC Music
again in 1986 for another performance
whelming task,'' he assured, adding,
can Composer's Alliance. In 1939 he or- Department at 456-8244 .
. based on his works.
"whoever helps is automatically considered a sympatltizer, and not many therapists wish to be so labeled and killed.''
Martin-Baro said it was even difficult to
find places to provide treatment for victims
of terrorism "without furtl1er risk to the
victims."
"And, you can't assume you'll see them
a second or third time (for treatment)."
Also, he said, there is an understandable
reluctance on the part of victims to seek
professional ·psychological help from
strangers whom, they feel, might be
government agents in the guise of therapists to entrap them.
He said the final problem to therapy is
how to fulfill the need for social (mass
population) help.
"Even if all the individual victims were
treated, only minor success would be
achieved,'' said Martin-Baro, who is the
Central American-Caribbean coordinator
of the Network for Communication and
Scientific Documentation in Mental Health
and Human Rights.
"Social life can't be rebuilt on lies and
deceptions.
First,
people
want
justice-period .''
Martin-Baro told his audience that he
hoped the issues he addressed would
"raise concern and commitment" in this
country. He had just recently addressed a
Harvard University audience.
·
The lecture was sponsored by the LatinAmerican Studies Program, the LatinAmerican Student Organization,
the
TING WITH GUEST SPEAKER Ignacio Martin-Baro Oell) of El Salvador are Brinton Lykes and Norman Pyl~ of the
History Lunchtime
Colloquium,
the
~!t!e's departments of psychology and history, respectively. Scene is Gaige Hall auditorium. (What's News Photo by George
departments of psychology and modern
LaTour)
languages,and the chaplains office.

Composed music based on King's 'I Have A Dream' speech;
initiated Kennedy Center's National Black Music competition
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Amici Trio here foi; recital
The Amici Trio, offering a combination
of voice and instruments, will perform in
the Wednesday, March 22, entry of the
Rhode Island College Chamber Music
Series at 1 p.m . in Roberts Hall 138.
Consisting of lyric mezzo-soprano Hillary Nicholson, cellist Daniel Harp and pianist Lynn Raley, the trio will combine
well-known works with repertoire rarely
heard on the concert stage.
They have a wide range of repertoire
such as Bach and Handel arias with continua , Romantic works by Brahms and
Loeffler, works for voice and cello by
Holst and William Sydeman, and lyrical
contemporary works for trio by such composers as Ned Rorem, Michael Colgrass
and Arthur Shepard.
The recital is free and open to the public.
Nicholson is a native of Chicago. She
received her master's degree and artist's

diploma from the Conservatory of Music at
the University of Cincinnati.
• She has been a district and regional winner of the Metropolitan Opera auditions
and has performed leading roles with
Opera Memphis, Texas Opera Theater and
the Charleston Symphony Orchestra,
am~ng others.
Harp is currently cellist of the
Charleston String Quartet and of the
quartet-in-residence at Brown University.
He is director of the Brown Cello Ensemble.
He has been principal cellist of the Cincinnati Chamber and the Cincinnati Ballet
orchestras, among others.
Raley holds degrees in performance
from Southern Methodist University and
Conservatory of Music at the University of
Cincinnati, and has appeared as soloist
with the Houston Chamber Symphony and
others.

VIOLINIST ARTURO DEIMONI will be the featured soloist in the Rhode
Island College Orchestra concert Monday, March 6, at 8:15 p.m . in Roberts
Hall auditorium. Admission is free.

Wind ensemble to perform here
A concert by the Rhode Island College
Wind Ensemble is scheduled for Friday,
March 10, at 8:15 p.m. in Roberts Hall auditorium.
Francis Marciniak of the College' s
music faculty will conduct as the ensemble
"R eport,"
performs Lubos Fiser 's
Charles Catel's " Overture in C" and Dmitri Shostakovich 's '' Folk Dances, '' among
other selections.
Toe· concert is free and open to the public.
The Fiser program concerns the Soviet
takeover of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The
music department notes that Fiser, a Czech
citizen, was commissioned by the American Wind Symphony Orchestra to compose
"Report ."

The Soviet theme, consisting of seven
notes (seven represents bad luck and misfortune to the Czechs), is presented in an
active and passive form. This theme is j uxtaposed with a folk march repre senting
Czechoslovakia.
The march is gradually transformed,
eventually being engulfed by the sevennote theme.
In the end, only the percussion remains,
as the march is transformed into a militjuy
cadence which subserviently accompanies
the ominous Soviet theme as it fades into
the distance.
For more information call Jonathan A.
Sturm, music instructor, at 456-8244.

CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES: Pianist Robert M. Boberg (above), professor of
music at Rhode Island College, will play selections from the music of Beethoven, Brahms and Bartok in the Wednesday, March 6, entry of the College's
Chamber Music Series. The recital will begin at 1 p.m. in Roberts Hall 138.
Admission is free.

Calendar of -Events
Mar. 6-Mar. 20
Sunday-Sunday, March 5-12
National Foreign Language "!Jeek. Events
will include a Foreign Film Festival and the
showing of "Global Awareness'' documenta ry films . For further details see related story
on page 5 of this issue .
Monday, March 6
Noon to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous to
meet. Student Union 305 .
8 p.m.-Comedy Cafe. Three Boston comedians will be featured . Hosted by Ed
Delgrande . Coffee Ground, Student Union .
Free .
8:15 p.m.-Rhode Island College Orchestra
to offer a concert which will feature the
works of Mendelssohn, Siegmeister and
Faure . Guest soloist will be violinist Arturo
Delmoni. Roberts Hall auditorium . Free and
open to all .
Monday-Friday, March 6-10
Noon-Mass . Student Union 304 .
Monday-Friday, March 6-17
Kathryn Myers/Paintings and Drawings to be
on exhibit at Bannister Gallery , Art Center .
Gallery hours : Monday-Friday, 11 a .m . to 4
p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 6 to 9 p .m .
Tuesday, March 7
DepartNoon-Anthropology/Geography
mnu Colloquium. Dr . Gail Bader of Rhode
Island College and Brown University to discuss · 'Research Issues in the Study of Tochnology." Gaige 2ff7 .
7 to 9 p.m.-Kathryn Myers/Paintings and
Drawings to open at Bannister Gallery, Art
Center.
8 p.m.-Performing Art Series. Clas&cal
guitarist Christ>pher P.lrkening to perform

in Rob(':rts Hall auditorium . All seating is
reserved . Tickets are $13 with discounts for
students and senior citizens . For more information call 456-8194.
9 p.m.-New Music Night . Original progres sive rock to be performed by the band ANTHEM . CQffee Ground, Student Union .
Admission is free .
"\\ednesday, March 8
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.-N oontime Series to
feature a "Bangles Bonanza ." Music videos
will be shown . Donovan Dining Center .
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.-A Window on to
the World. Dr. James E . White, professor
emeritus of the English department, will give
a lecture/demonstration on the uses of short
wave radio for modern language study and
practice . Craig-Lee 132. Foreign Language
Week event.

12:30 to 1:30 p.m.-Adult Children of Alcoholics to meet. Craig-Lee 127.
Music Series. Pianist
1 p.m.-Chamber
Robert Boberg of the College's music
department will perform works by Beethoven, Brahms and Bartok . Roberts Hall 138.
Thursday , March 9
11:30 to 1 p.m. - Overeaters Alwnyrnous to
·
meet. Student Union 3ff7 .
12:30 to 2 p.m.-Intemat ional Scene Program commemorating the Bicentennial of the
French Remlution to conclude with " Bicentennial Remarks '', and a reception . Alain
Briottet, Consul General of France , Boston ,
will speak. Faculty Center coversation pit.
Re-scheduled from March 2.
Friday, March 10

3 p.m.-Ba.seball. ~ Island College at

Christopher Newport College, Newport
News, Vrrginia .
· 8:15 p.m.-Rhode Island College Wind Ensemble to perform works by Shostakovich,
Fiser and others in Roberts Hall auditorium .
Free and open to all.
Saturday-Sunday, March 11-12
10 a.m.-Rhode Island College Chess Team
· to host the New England Amateur Team
Championships. Horace Mann Hall. Registration will be held on Saturday from 9 to 10
a .m . For more information, contact Dr. Armand Patrucco at 456-9696 or 456-8039.
Saturday, March 11
11 a.m.-Baseball. Rhode Island College at
Apprentice School, Newport News, Vrrginia.
Sunday, March 12
10 a.m.-Sunday Mass. Student Union 304 .
3 ·p.m.-Baseball . Rhode Island College at
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Vrrginia .
Monday, March 13
Noon-Baseball . Rhode Island College at
Vrrginia State Univers ity with Spring
· .
Gardens College.
Noon to l p.m.-Alcolwlics Anonymous to
meet. Student Union 305 .
2:30 p.m.-Baseball . Rhode Island College
at Vrrginia State University .
Tuesday, March 14 ·
1 p.m. - Baseball. Rhode Island College at
Vrrginia Commonwealth University , Richmond, Vrrginia.
Wldnesday, March 15
1 p.m.-Baseball . Rhode Island College at
Longwood College, Farmville, Vuginia .

Thursday, March 16
1 p.m.-Baseball. Rhode Island College at
Norfolk State College, Norfolk, Vuginia.
Friday, March 17
8:15 p.m.-The American Band to present
"An Irish Festival." Roberts Hall auditorium.
Saturday, March 18
· Noon-Baseball. Rhode Island C:ollege vs.
Boston University. Home.
Sunday, March 19
10 a.m.-Sunday Mass. Student Union 304.
7 p.m.-Sunday Evening Mass. Browne
Hall, uppper lounge.

Monday, March 20
11a.m. to 4 p.m.-Kalhryn Myen/Paintin.gs
and Drawings to be on exhibit at Bannister
Gallery, Art Center.
Noon-Mass. Student Union 304.
Noon to l p.m.-Alcolwlics Anonymous to
meet. Student Union 305.
7:15 p.m.-Meet-the-Composer session.
American composer Elie Siegmeister will
speak about his life and work.Toe discussion will preceed the Chamber Singers concert. Roberts Hall auditorium. Free and open
to all .
8 p.m.-Comedy Cafe. Three Boston comedians will be featured. Hosted by Ed
Delgrande . Coffee Ground, Student Union.
Free .
8:15 p.m.-Rhode Island College Chamber
Singers to celebrate the 80th birthday of
American composer Elie Siegmeister with a
performance of his wrks that will include
the premiere of "Scenes From Toe Big
Town. " Roberts Hall auditorium. Free and
open to all.

